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Card Play Technique or The Art of Being Lucky 

‘Luck at Bridge is an art to be mastered like any other.  That is the theme 

of this book in which two of Britain's leading experts pass on the secrets 

of success.                                                                                                                              

Nico Gardener contributes the technical knowledge which has won him every prize in the 

world of Bridge. Victor Mollo brings to the partnership the sparkling style and gift for 

simplification. 

A feature of the book is a study in the art of "looking through the backs of the cards", the 

knack of making and breaking contracts by reading correctly opponents' hands.’ 

The Power of Pass by Ron Klinger and Harold Schogger 

‘Is Someone Holding a Gun to Your Head?                                                                                                           

These days, most players bid too much   —   they hope their opponents 

will misdefend or bid too much themselves. This book shows you how 

you can often do better simply by passing. There are many auctions 

where pass is the winning call, and you will find them here, illustrated 

by real-life deals from the club level to international championships.’ 

Playing Doubled Contracts by Ron Klinger 

‘The opponents have doubled your contract and you have to decide how 

best to play the hand.  Should you accept that you will not make your 

contract and limit your losses as best you can? Obviously, it is better to 

go one down than three or four down and it is important not to panic 

just because of the double. If you have sacrificed against the opponents' 

game or slam, which would have made, it is vital that your loss does not 

exceed the value of their contract.  

Seeing the logic and technique behind the right play will no doubt improve your own 

standard.’                                                                                                                                                           
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